Abstract-This paper proposes a face recognition method based on local binary pattern(LBP) and Gaussian mixture model(GMM). Firstly, combine Uniform Pattern and Rotation Invariant LBP with traditional LBP operator to obtain initial classification data. Then, adopt GMM to classify face textures, and use EM algorithm to estimate the model parameters where K-means method is applied for initialization. Finally, the experiment is carried out on Yale and ORL face database. The results show that the recognition accuracy of this method has been greatly improved comparing with LBP, PCA or PCA+FLDA alone, especially for small samples.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet application technology, the continuous expansion of both human virtual and physical activity space, people's demands for information confidentiality and security is increasing. At the same time, there are more and more occasions where people need to perform recognition. Face features are 'easily collected, generally various, chronically stable' for which face recognition technology is one of the most important research topics in the field of human biometric identification.
The theoretical research of face recognition began in 1888 when Calton published an article about human faces identification in Nature [1] , but it was not possible to involve automatic recognition of human faces at that time. In 1965, Chan and Bledsoe published a technical report at Panoramic Research Inc [2] . Since then, the prelude of research on automatic face recognition systems has been unveiled. After decades of development, domestic and foreign research institutions have actively carried out research on face recognition technology and obtained abundant accomplishment. In the early 1990s, Turk proposed a method based on Principal Component Analysis(PCA) [3] to extract principal component from high-dimensional data of a face image and ensured that the error of feature reconstruction was the smallest. In 1997, Wiskott et al. proposed Elastic Matching Algorithm [4] which adopts layered structure when constructing the topological map of a human face. The method is more in line with the human face morphological feature, but it has a large amount of computation. In 2004, Ahonen et al. proposed a face expression method based on local texture feature of an image and obtained the beat recognition result on FERET database [5] [6] . In 2008, Zhao et al. combined LBP with Gabor and achieved better result in facial expression recognition [7] . A face not only has many important local texture features, but also has global structural characteristics. The significant limitation of traditional LBP operator is that LBP codes in adjacent areas are related to their neighboring points, not independent. GMM is a linear combination of multiple Gaussian distribution functions that can theoretically fit any type of distribution.
Therefore, this paper proposes a method based on LBP and GMM. LBP features have significant advantages such as illumination insensitivity, rotation invariance and grayscale invariance, which can describe local detailed texture features well [8] . GMM can fit distribution of LBP features, which compensates for the disadvantage that the extracted codes are independent.
II. LBP OPERATOR THEORY
The main idea of LBP operator is to set gray value of the center pixel as a threshold; then use this pixel as a center point, R as a circle radius and assume the circular area containing P pixels; next compare pixels in circular neighborhood with the threshold successively and obtain binary code used to update the pixel value of the center position. The pixel value can express local texture features.
LBP rotation invariant uniform mode was defined as following [9] [10] The GMM probability density can be expressed as:
where: 
Known probability density function for mixed Gaussian model is shown as (1), estimate GMM parameters following the steps of EM algorithm.
E
Step [11] [12] [13] :
The expectation of a complete likelihood function is:
Steps [14] [15] [16] :
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After initializing parameters, the final parameters of GMM can be obtained according to iteration formulas (4)(5)(6). Thus, the complete GMM is established.
IV. LBP-GMM FACE RECOGNITION

A. Feature Extraction Based on LBP
In order to improve long connected histograms and low computational efficiency, this paper uses LBP operator including 59 binary modes to encode images, which can reduce data redundancy, decrease the impact of high-frequency noise, and improve program execution speed. 
B. Solve GMM Parameters
Taking LBP feature extracted in A as original data, this paper adopts K-means method to roughly classify images in the database to obtain initial parameters of the GMM: 0
The basic steps of K-means algorithm are as following:
1.Choose k arbitrarily from n data objects as the initial clustering center, where k is the number of categories; 2.According to each central object, calculate the distance between each object and these central objects, re-distribute the corresponding objects in terms of the minimum distance; 3.Recalculate the central object of each cluster that has changed; 4.When the accuracy is satisfied, the algorithm terminates; otherwise it returns to 2.
According to formula (4)(5)(6), iterate
 satisfy accuracy. In this paper, the accuracy is equal to 15 
10
 . Use the above results to classify samples: calculate
f x   and compare their numeric value. The larger the value is, the greater the probability that the test sample belongs to the component class is. The test sample is assigned to the largest component class.
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The basic steps of LBP-GMM algorithm are as following: In the experiment, each of 1, 3 and 5 images were used as a training sample and the rest of images were used as test samples.
FIGURE II. EXAMPLES OF FACE IMAGES IN YALE FACE DATABASE FIGURE III. EXAMPLES OF FACE IMAGES IN ORL FACE DATABASE
The experimental results are shown in Table I and Table II. As can be seen from Table I and Table II , the algorithm in this paper has achieved a higher recognition rate in the Yale face database and ORL face database. In the case of a small number of training samples (such as one or three), the traditional method of PCA, FLDA and LBP can only achieve low recognition rate or failure because of the influence of expression and posture. However, the recognition rate obtained by this method is obviously higher than other method, which has important significance for small sample face recognition.
VI. CONCLUSION
Rotation-invariant LBP operator is robust to gray scale while GMM can fit probability distribution of any shape. EM algorithm is an effective way to solve distribution parameters from 'incomplete data'. This lays a foundation for the application of LBP-GMM face recognition in this paper. Experiments show that recognition rate of this algorithm in small samples is obviously higher than that of traditional LBP, PCA and PCA+FLDA.
For EM estimation, the most important issue is how to set initial parameters. In the discussion of this paper, K-means is used to initialize parameters. However, in practical applications, the estimation accuracy and computing efficiency should be taken into consideration when initializing parameters in order to improve algorithm accuracy. It's the problem to be studied later.
